
Title: Director Marketing Operations
Reports To: Chief Marketing Officer
Start Date: TBD

Job Description:

Raven360 is seeking an experienced Director, Marketing Operations. This role is
responsible implementing Full-Stack marketing platforms. Raven360 uses HubSpot
(Marketing/Sales/CMS) and this position requires an advanced/expert understanding of
the platform. Ongoing operations surrounding; onboarding / maintaining / reporting
across all applicable departments. This position is also responsible for the entire
lifecycle content distribution eco-system including strategy ideation, creative planning,
editing, publishing, and reporting. There will also be shared event management
responsibilities.
 
Team leadership experience with a strong background in creating content and
maintaining data lifecycle driven marketing experiences with measurable results.

This will include driving our evolution across our CRM, marketing automation, push
notification, sales enablement, and business development
partners while working cross-functionally with our product, technology, partnership,
sales and other marketing teams to execute initiatives that increase overall customer
engagement, retention and lifetime value.  As an expert in the field, this will include
identifying (by cohort) lifecycle roadmaps, personalization triggers, and appropriate
cross-sells, up-sells and win-backs based on the customer, and then, working
cross-functionally to lead and implement these efforts. 

This role will be responsible for maintaining our marketing relationships with our
MarTech partners and platforms. The Director, Marketing Operations is expected to
know how to drive higher usage, performance and optimization of our lifecycle
marketing efforts on these platforms. 

This position is on the marketing leadership team, responsible for helping to foster
talent, develop a high performing culture, and be a role model for the values and
principles of the organization.

Responsibilities:
● Assess the current environment, programs, tactics and performance and work

with the team and leaders to set a new vision, strategy, and tactics for lifecycle
content and MarTech effectiveness.

● Lead development and execution of cohort-inspired product CRM roadmaps,
messaging, and content that will drive growth and retention.

● Leverage an omnichannel, multi-touch approach with an emphasis on both
inbound and outbound channels and internal sales and customer success.
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● Utilize analytics, customer insights, and campaign metrics to create and optimize
lifecycle campaigns.

● Establish a strategy to drive key lifecycle marketing results across messaging
channels in support of revenue and branding goals.

● Spearhead the development of creative copy and content for lifecycle marketing
initiatives with extensive experience developing, optimizing, analyzing, content
marketing campaigns.

● Develop list segmentation and targeting strategies for lifecycle marketing
campaigns and roadmaps.

● Monitor and report on key lifecycle marketing metrics for campaigns and overall
CRM program health.

● Monitor blacklists, unsubscribes, churn, deliverability, and other related metrics to
protect health of the database.

● Collaborate to implement cross channel campaigns for appropriate cross-sells,
up-sells and win-backs (paid social, direct mail, etc).

 
Qualifications:
10+ years MarTech, CRM, CMS and lifecycle content marketing experience.

Demonstrated experience leading CRM programs in a B2B subscription model.

Expert level knowledge with CMR platforms, messaging, automation tools developing
engagement, retention efforts.

Deep experience developing and implementing cohort-based lifecycle roadmaps and
customer engagement triggers based on personalization mechanics and content
attribution.

Deep knowledge of Hubspot (Full Suite), Google, Adobe Creative Suite, and Microsoft
Office to drive MarTech stack usage, optimization, and ongoing new tool implementation
when appropriate.

Team leadership experience with proven hands-on experience driving growth and
retention via CRM, email marketing workflows, social media, database segmentation,
mobile-web, push, and in-app messaging experience.

Proven ability to manage and maintain strong cross-functional stakeholder relationships
and an ability to coordinate timely feedback and approvals.
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Strong data, critical thinking and analytical skills with proven ability to translate
performance metrics into actionable insights.

Leadership experience including the ability to build and grow a team and to collaborate
with others to drive revenue performance and brand results.

Strong motivation, presentation, and communications skills including experience
working closely with senior leadership (c-suite).

Bachelor’s degree or commensurate experience required

Complete cross-functional (full-journey, full-stack) marketing department skills and
experience.

Extensive Positioning and Messaging development and execution experience
(StoryBrand methodology preferred).
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